Help students discover their career pathways with CERTIFIED Academy: Business

What are your students' dream jobs? Maybe cybersecurity, drone programming, web development, or video game design? Your students have that dream job in mind, but do they know the steps they need to take to get there? Join us on Wednesday, February 22nd at 4 PM ET to find out how you can give students a clear road map to follow their passions and achieve career success.

I'm ready to register

Hannah Crepeau: Content Marketing Manager
Register for CERTIFIED and save big

Thinking about attending CERTIFIED? Join your community of fellow educators and explore the potential and promise of certification while earning 18 hours of personal development (PD). Register today to receive $100 off per in-person conference pass. Here’s your price breakdown:

- Early bird pricing - $595
- Full conference pass - $695
- Group discount - 10% off groups of 5 or more

Register today!

I want the early bird discount!

Dominique Gousse: Corporate Event Manager
On the CERTIFIED Educator Podcast: Taming the Raptors for classroom engagement

Have you ever walked into your classroom and felt like you were confronting a room of hungry dinosaurs? You’re not alone! You may feel like you have a room full of raptors when all you’re hoping for is a room of sweet “teenage-sauruses”. Ed Crutchleo knows what it’s like and is here to help you tame your classroom raptors and increase course engagement.

In this episode with Ed, he explains how watching Jurassic World gave him a whole new insight into classroom management. He talks about how to tame your class of raptor students, how to establish classroom boundaries, and how to keep students engaged and excited in the classroom.

Listen on Spotify
Listen on Apple Podcasts
Listen on Google Podcasts

Hannah Crepeau: Content Marketing Manager
In addition to the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) Microsoft 365 in Apps – Excel exam, we have recently released MOS in Microsoft 365 Apps – Word and Microsoft 365 Apps – PowerPoint certification exams. These exams are currently available in English with additional localizations coming soon. To view the full exam release schedule, visit the webpage here.

Please adhere to the updated technical requirements of these exams, and all current MOS licenses and vouchers can be used for this updated version of MOS.
MOS in Microsoft 365 Apps exam resources:

- Microsoft 365 Apps exam objectives
- Microsoft Office Specialist learning products
- Exam rename informational letter
- Exam releases and languages schedule

Caroline Campbell: Field Marketing Manager
Exciting changes are coming to PMI Project Management Ready™!

We’re hard at work on a revamp of the PMI Project Management Ready certification. The new exam and learning products will be available to preview in April and the existing exam and learning materials will be overwritten July 1st.

Continued…
Here are some driving themes behind the changes:

- **Developed by teachers for teachers**: Educators have been central to the development of the next generation exam and materials to ensure concepts and terminology are appropriate for the introductory level.

- **High school vocabulary**: Hey, we all love the PMBOK®, but that’s some advanced stuff. Terminology has been adapted to be manageable for beginners.

- **High-level project management concepts**: Project management skills are applicable across a wide variety of careers. The next generation exam and prep have been designed to fit into any curriculum.

If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to reach out to Ty Palmer at ty.palmer@pearson.com.
Resources for You

Stay Updated on Certiport’s Latest News

New Product Information
See what exams have been recently released or are coming soon.

Live Trainings
View the calendar for upcoming onboarding and support webinars.

System Maintenance
Mark your calendar! See what dates are scheduled for periodic maintenance, as maintenance can affect exam delivery.

Compass Updates
Get detailed information on upcoming changes to the Compass exam delivery software.

Important Notices
Get notifications regarding the use and support of our exam products, delivery systems, solutions, and features.

Exam Content Updates
Review planned release dates of exams undergoing maintenance.

Support
Find answers online including FAQs, Quick Reference Guides, Technical Requirements, or the different ways to contact our Technical Support team.